
In Norway’s rock city of Trondheim, ardent young  
spirits are reinvigorating its architectural culture, 

starting in the alternative community district  
of Svartlamoen, and spreading across the city, 

presenting a different face to the mainstream building 
ethos of big commercial, corporate developments being 

played out across much of Europe

LIVE IN TRONDHEIM

Words Oliver Lowenstein
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Look out from the surrounding hillsides on to Trondheim’s 
compact, low-rise centre and various parts of its cityscape stand 
out. St Olaf’s Cathedral, in the heart of Norway’s third largest 
city, draws the eye, as do the plentiful waterfront warehouses. 
And then off to the northern edge there’s a huge hangar-factory 
of a building. This is the old U-Boat dry-dock repair shed, from 
where German submarines stole far into the Atlantic to such 
deadly effect. The dock was built to withstand the heaviest 
bombs, and that is why it’s still here — the only way to demolish 
the metre-thick concrete shell would take plenty of dynamite. 
The only problem being that this would take a substantial part  
of the city district with it.

However, this long-term headache for Trondheim’s planning 
department has been a salve for a different part of the city’s 
community. Walk away from the harbour district towards the 
former U-Boat dock and you cross one of those invisible 
boundary lines where everything changes. One side of an 
underpass is the very image of an upmarket commercial 
waterfront adjoining what is Norway’s deepest natural harbour, 
busy with top-end residential apartments, restaurants, shopping 
malls and office buildings. Cross to the other side and the 
buildings soon turn distinctly down-at-heel, weathered and 
messy. And there, right before you, is a singular one-off, a 
five-storey, all-wood student housing block standing resplendent 
in the middle of Svartlamoen, a ramshackle alternative district 
directly opposite the U-boat shed. 

‘Trondheim is Norway’s rock city,’ explained the affable Geir 
Brendeland, one half of the building’s architect, Brendeland & 

Kristoffersen, the first time I visited. ‘Like Gothenberg in Sweden, 
it’s a rebel city. Punk was big here and so was grunge,’ he added,  
a partial explanation for Trondheim’s alternative community 
district, more Sonic Youth with its mix of neo-punk types, 
artists, students and alt-culture hippies, than Röyksopp. At the 
time (2007), the tallest CLT building in Norway, this first 
fresh-out-of-college project went viral, propelling the practice on 
to the international stage, influencing the Nordic world’s mass 
CLT take up, and precipitating first the alternative community 
and eventually the municipality into turning Svartlamoen’s 
urban commune into a zone of one-off experimental buildings. 
Since then a veritable assembly line of projects has emerged, 
including Brendeland & Kristoffersen’s equally experimental, 
kindergarten project, housed inside a one-time used-car 
showroom; artist Vigdis Haugtrø’s Husly, a self-built pallet 
house-cum-b’n’b home; the interior fit-out of a music studio for 
Norwegian bands, including locals Motorpsycho, to rehearse 
and record in; and the latest, five self-build homes currently 
being built by the families themselves together with young 
resident architecture practice Nøysom arkitekter. 

The Svartlamoen experiment may be small, but it exists,  
and through existing, presents a strikingly different face to 
Trondheim’s mainstream building culture, a version of what’s 
being played out across so much of Europe — big commercial, 
corporate developments carving up cities, particularly those 
with waterfronts, to negligible architectural and social effect. 
And it isn’t the only counter-example. Over the past decade 
Trondheim has become a hive for live ( read self-built and 
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2 – Snøhetta’s Zero Energy 
‘Powerhouse’ starts on site 
later this year in Trondheim’s 
big shipping container 
development 

1 (previous page) – Raller 
Arkitekter, one of a steady 
stream of young practices 
emerging out of Trondheim, 
(plus a student team from 
UWE) completed this 
staircase in summer 2014
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3 – PIR II’s Rockheim, 
Norway’s National Museum 
of Pop & Rock, is one of the 
district’s main draws
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4 –  Trondheim’s old U-Boat 
bunker, with the CLT housing 
block opposite

5 – Brendeland & Kristoffersen 
Arkitektur’s five storey CLT 
housing kickstarted a series 
of experimental building’s 
within the Svartlamoen 
district
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6 – The Rindal Star Cube by 
NTNU students and tutor 
Bjørn Otto Braaten, 
completed for midsummer’s 
day last year, is designed for 
observing the night sky
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self-initiated) projects: some temporary, some official architecture 
school design-and-makes, others instituted independently by 
students themselves; along with younger practices’ smaller, 
mainly residential, projects. Taken together, and the beginnings of 
a different, far more compelling vision of what Trondheim might 
be emerges, if circumstances — from building regs through to 
developers’ profit margins and all the other constraining variables 
— allow. While Oslo is invariably the focus for the international 
media with its Opera House and controversial Bar Code 
waterfront, Trondheim has been the seedbed for a dynamic, 
youthful and self-organising architectural scene.

The liveliness makes the contrast with the city’s commercial 
architecture that much more vivid. ‘The mainstream in 
Trondheim is very mainstream,’ notes Bjorn Otto Braaten, from 
Trondheim’s Technical University (NTNU) architecture school, 
whose student co-designed Rindal Star Cube is a recent protean 
example of the live projects’ philosophy. On the one hand there is 
the official city plan, including Trondheim’s largest building site 
for years — the old container-port hugging the seafront — and, 
south of the centre, a major expansion of the university campus. 
On the other, is all this quasi-guerrilla building, with each new 
annual student cohort taking it on and making it their own.

This isn’t to say there isn’t any interesting large-scale 
architecture about; one can find a cross section of projects, 
which reflect, embody and engage in a respectable manner with 
where Northern Europe’s mainstream is in 2016. Local practices 
Agraff and Eggen have both produced groundbreaking, 
sustainable projects: Agraff’s Sparenbanken, when completed 

will be the most energy efficient office in the country; while 
Eggen’s Asveien, Norway’s first passive house school, finished 
last year. Along the harbourside new projects are regularly 
completed; the latest is Arc’s Verftsgata 2 retail and office block. 
Generally cited as Trondheim’s most interesting grown-up 
studio, Pir II has notched up a series of well-regarded projects. 
These include reversioning an old warehouse for the country’s 
rock music centre right in the heart of the container 
development, Rockheim, and on the university campus, the 
Norwegian Institute of Nature Research, featuring handsome 
panelled windows and a louvred facade.

Pir II has also masterplanned the approaches to the harbour 
development, and is two-thirds through the overhaul of the 
city’s rail station. Its plan has been undermined, however,  
by one of the first Zero Energy Buildings (ZEB), designed by 
Snøhetta, an ongoing national research programme with  
a central role for NTNU. The building, which has yet to start on 
site, will be bang in the middle of the sea horizon sightlines that 
the masterplan sought to retain. At least it will offer some 
protection from the Clarion hotel, designed by Oslo’s Space 
Group. This spectacularly glitzy and ugly apparition stands 
at the seafront end of the development, amid the barren 
concrete office blocks, which have risen over the past few years. 
Compared to these projects, the youthful energies animating the 
scene seem seriously at odds with the prevailing industrial, 
corporate momentum currently remaking chunks of Trondheim.

‘There are two sources to this live building culture,’ says 
Hans Skotte, NTNU’s wise-elder professor, who until recently 
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7 – PIR II’s award-winning 
NINA (Norwegian Institute of 
Nature) building on the 
NTNU campus

8 – An experimental gridshell 
completed last summer in 
Trondheim by Raller Arkitekter

9 – Raller Arkitekter’s First 
summer 2013 exhibition 
pavilion in S Norway’s Finn 
municipality
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10

10 – TYIN Tegnestue’s award 
winning Cassio Co Op 
cinnamon centre, Sumatra, 
2010
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retiring had for many years run courses connected to 
international development, shuttling between Trondheim and 
Uganda and other African countries to oversee projects he and 
his students were engaged with. ‘First, all the students are thrown 
into doing a live building project during their first term. Then 
there is principally the influence of Sami Rintala, who introduced 
to Trondheim the workshops he’d already been doing. There’d 
been workshops before but they were erratic, and more abstract. 
Sami made them socially focused and more meaningful. He’s 
extremely inspiring,’ says Skotte of the Finnish architect, 
founder of Rintala Eggertsson Architects. Braaten traces a longer 
arc, noting that learning from live building has been part of the 
school ethos right from its opening in 1910 as Norway’s first 
architecture school within the larger technical school: ‘Oslo  
is identified with poetic modernism and aesthetics, while 
Trondheim has developed a reputation for integrating multiple 
perspectives, where aesthetics, ethics, and science and 
technology come together.’ 

Skotte only met Rintala after two of the latter’s students 
turned up at his door asking for help with their 2009 Safe Haven 
orphanage project on the Thailand-Myanmar border. ‘Andreas 
Gjertsen and Yashar Hanstad heard about my work and asked 
me to help to set up a programme. I was their solid ground,’ 
Skotte recalls regarding their first development project (the two 
young architects, known now as TYIN tegnestue Architects, have 
since become the best-known face of the youthful Trondheim 
scene internationally). In the slipstream of TYIN’s success a wave 
of young Trondheim practices have built on this international 

focus, cementing the school’s reputation, including WKSHP and 
Raller. Skotte was also co-founder of the biennial Røros Seminar, 
introducing a certain kind of architectural luminary to primarily 
Trondheim architects, including Peter Zumthor, Wang Shu and, 
last year, Rural Studio’s Andrew Freear. ‘Exposure must have 
had some influence,’ remarks Skotte.

With materiality and making so much a part of the 
architectural conversation in the past few years, it’s perhaps not 
surprising that this live building culture has planted deep roots in 
Trondheim. It is as focused within the city and nearby countryside 
as it has been internationally. Art-Architecture ensemble, Rake, 
led by Trygve Ohren, Charlotte Rostad with students from the 
annual Trestykker workshop, built its 2011 Rake visningsrom 
artspace out of materials scavenged from an empty municipal 
mid-rise awaiting demolition. The resulting double-facade glass 
box recycles the mid-rise’s window frames and other materials. 
The art space has helped highlight discussion around parts of the 
Trondheim making scene, and provide a space for artists and 
architects to share their ideas, while also receiving surprise 
attention when it was shortlisted for a Mies Van Der Rohe award in 
2013. Ohren, Rake’s architecture half, is now one of the primary 
forces in the Nøysom collective’s Svartlamoen self-build project. 

Before the Rake art space, the stage had already been set by 
two early projects: Brendeland & Kristoffersen’s Camera 
Obscura, which continues to stand in the harbour district, and 
Oslo interloper Haugen/Zohar’s atmospheric Fireplace for 
Children. If both anticipated the more recent take off, they would 
surely have been surprised at the scale of enthusiasm and interest 

11 (opposite page) – TYIN’s 
Naust paa Aura boat-house 
completed in 2011

12 – Rake’s art space made 
from re-used window frames

13 – Årstidshuset, a joint 
student-tutor project using 
Japanese charring 
techniques for the facade
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14 – TYIN’s Yashar Hanstad’s 
self built home (2014) built 
with students and promoting 
low tech energy systems

14

15 – Arkitekt August’s Shingle 
House (2015), built with 
students and promoting low 
tech energy systems
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in today’s busy landscape of projects both in and beyond the city. 
Recent city live projects include Raller’s pier-viewing platform  
and the Veita performance seating area in the grounds of the 
cathedral. 

There’s also Studio Beta, a support centre cafe downtown, 
where students can learn about and discuss these non-university 
projects. Nearly all these projects foreground the Nordic world’s 
go-to material, timber. Indeed working with wood is a part of 
growing up in Norway, historically the most recent Scandinavian 
country to urbanise in the Sixties and Seventies, and physical 
making is still in the genes of the current generation. This 
shouldn’t be too much of a surprise in a country where its own 
Sacha Baron Cohen, Ylvis, can have a hit single with The Cabin, 
sending up the average Norwegian man’s shed-love, or a recent 
paperback, Norwegian Wood: Chopping, Stacking and Drying 
Wood the Scandinavian Way, can be a best-seller.

The dynamic wave of projects has become part of the 
architecture school’s focus, and the department has embarked 
on a major research programme, TransARK, aimed  
at developing and understanding the process of learning 
students go through in these projects. The department has 
signed up to and is integrating the currently fashionable 
transformative and experiential ‘learning through doing’ 
pedagogical theory. This said, by formalising what has been an 
anarchic, self-initiated and emergent scene, there’s the inevitable 
risk of messing with what has thus far been under-the-radar, 
unstructured, make-do architectural experimentation. Skotte, 
who has watched with resignation the docility of recent 

generations of young students, acknowledges how inspiring, 
though also how different, these proactive self-starters have been.

‘It’s been the ones who went their own way who have made 
this Trondheim scene. What happens in every project is that  
the architects are challenged by concrete problems, which  
they didn’t foresee, which they have to solve, often the next  
day. They can get scared shitless, but they find a solution,  
a response will come along, they will find a way. What it does  
is make these ex-NTNU students independent, confident,  
strong and stubborn. They come out of it stronger.’ 

A similar self-reliance is also at play among the younger 
Trondheim practices building their own homes and houses, 
including Nina Haarsaker and Sevrin Gjerde’s Artishus — cladding 
courtesy of a Japanese charring workshop — the home of TYIN’s 
Yashar Hanstad, and August Schmidt’s Shingle House. Schmidt 
speaks for many colleagues when he describes Shingle House  
as a critique of Norway’s technical building culture. All these 
projects and the Svartlamoen self-builds are illustrations of how 
ill-at-ease some Norwegian architects are at EU-led energy regs, 
and specifically passive house approaches. 

Of course neither these, or the live projects, or Svartlamoen 
act as any full-blown vision for replacing the mainstream. Yet 
they do uncover very real architectural fault lines, and just how 
wide the distance is between what is exciting these younger 
Norwegian architects and what, professionally, many end up 
working on. If these tensions aren’t in themselves surprising, 
what remains so striking is how unusual the dynamic currently 
at play in Trondheim is — I’m hard pressed to think of anything 

16 – Raller’s Piren viewing 
platform set against 
Trondheim’s warehouses, 
summer 2015
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flower, which one can only hope will be 
carefully tended. 
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